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whilst you are free to use the icom f5061 programming software provided by radiotronics to configure your radio(s), you will not own the software. we cannot offer technical support for installing software, com port issues, cable issues, driver issues,
programming or updating the firmware of your two way radio(s). dvap programming software downloads again, some of you may not be familiar with the dvap programming software. the dvap software is a virtual diode that you can add to your receiver and
link to your favorite reflectors for voice or data. there's a lot of functions that can be added to a dvap. the most basic includes a frequency select function for selecting your favorite repeater frequency. you can add a number of favorite repeaters, each with
their own set of functions. the dvap uses the echo test command to assure that you can link to the repeater, and the echo test feature will ping the repeater when its linked. the e, s, u, and link commands are also included for you to issue to your favorite

repeaters. you can choose from the eight standard functions, or the six dtmf functions for voice repeaters, and the four dtmf functions for your favorite data repeaters. morse code transmitters are invaluable on dstar repeaters. with the exception of the vsim
software, there is not an easy way to transmit morse code on your icom as there is on most other devices. the deicticmorsecoder software allows you to transmit morse code on the icom via your dstar repeater, using a vfo on your transmitter. it should work

on virtually any icom with a cw transceiver built in.
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the program you receive can be uploaded to a pc memory bank as a.sqw file. you can then import it
into the winlink express program. when using the program the first time you will need to use an rs-232
cable to make sure you can unlink the memory bank before you start the programming. if you have an

rs-232 cable you can also use it to connect to the winlink express program. if you have a winlink
express (or winlink express lite) serial cable, you can use that to program the memory banks. after
updating the memory bank, press the button to enter the programming mode. this will erase the

memory bank. to program the memory bank you need to use the update command in the memory
bank window. enter the memory bank address in the code window and press the update button. after

programming the reflectors, you will need to test them. for this purpose, please use the echo test
function. if you have just programmed the reflectors, the output of the reflectors will be a 0 or a 1. you
can also use the echo test function to check if the reflectors are working. to make settings changes to

your local repeaters, you will need to load the settings file that was created when you linked your
repeaters. in the dvap window, click on the icon to the left of the dvap window, then click on the link
that says load settings file. you will get a warning that the file may not be supported by the software.
you can ignore this warning if you trust the software. you can also use an older version of software if

you like. 5ec8ef588b
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